
NOAM BORA BORA



Ideally located between the calm of the lagoon and the force of the open sea, the
sober, elegant architecture of the villa, in harmony with the elements, makes the
estate a rare treasure in French Polynesia and the world. True sanctuary, the rich
wood work and the many openings to the outside create a soothing atmosphere. Ideal
for those seeking absolute seclusion, immersed in nature. 
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An exquisite resort villa nestled on an islet of coral sand called Motu

Secluded private retreat
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Indulge in the tranquil atmosphere of Noam Bora Bora, crafted with
exquisite materials, captivating fragrances, and spacious interiors.

This Polynesian refuge is a hidden gem, a peaceful retreat enveloped
by vibrant, flourishing vegetation. From the meticulously nurtured
shores of Naupata to the conservation of extraordinary trees on the
Motu, every element is thoughtfully tailored to minimize our footprint
on the thriving local biodiversity. 

Explore our villa nestled in the heart of Bora Bora, where serenity and
repose invite you into this secluded paradise.

1,000 sqm ∙ 2-14 guests ∙ 7 suites

Accommodation
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As you gracefully approach the estate via a private water
passage emerging from the vast ocean, an enchanting
panorama reveals itself. Each space is meticulously
designed to create a harmonious interaction with the
water, inviting you to immerse yourself in its myriad
expressions. 

Inside, discover one of the world's largest private
aquariums, uniquely sustained by the ocean itself.
Visitors of all ages can delight in the mesmerizing
spectacle of tropical marine species, whether bathed in
the brilliance of daylight or the enchantment of the night.
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Noam Bora Bora is available exclusively for private hire. It has a full hospitality team:
manager, chef, butler, housekeeping and concierge services.

Noam means “pleasure” and “prosperity”. These words, whose semantics guide our acts,
shape our approach to hospitality. Every detail has been designed to create true
sanctuaries. Places where gastronomy and conviviality are honoured. But above all, places
where a unique art-de-vivre is created, giving the passing time what it deserves: precious
and unforgettable moments.

Throughout your stay, the chef will ensure that each of
your meals becomes a customised culinary experience.
Whether presented in buffet style or à la carte, in the
dining room or in a unique space, all forms of
gastronomy are possible.

Experience the joy of travel with us, utilizing our
concierge service to tailor the adventure of your dreams.
Treat yourself to a worry-free escape and create
memorable moments with your loved ones.

 DINING

CONCIERGE

Hospitality
The difference through service



Connecting our guests to the spirit of the place

Instantly instilling a sense of belonging to the Noam universe,
we have designed each property to transport our guests into a
world of their own. Back to basics, discovery of new cultures,
seasonal and local cuisine are some of the ingredients that
contribute to the Noam experience.
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Wellness & Spa
The promise of living a holistic experience

Release, rebalance and restore. Life at Noam Bora Bora unfolds in
expansive areas, each designed for a distinct purpose. Abundant
spaces for solitude and communal moments provide opportunities
for relaxation and unwinding. Guided by sensory elements like touch
and sound, these spaces aim to alleviate stress and release tension. 

Tucked away on the lower level of the estate is a wellness sanctuary.
The ambiance is mineral and volcanic, featuring dark-hued stones.
Sunlight filtering through the aquarium reflects in the water,
enhancing the poetic essence of this sanctuary.
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Discover an oasis of tranquility beneath the surface. Immerse yourself
in a refined atmosphere as you descend under sea level, surrounded
by the subtle glow of ambient lighting. The mineral-rich waters create
a serene environment, where the soothing essence of the deep blue
enhances the sense of calm. 

Subtle echoes of the sea's rhythmic melody add to the relaxation,
making your experience a journey into refined rejuvenation. Explore
the depths of relaxation where intimacy meets the therapeutic
embrace of the sea.



Contact our concierge to
get the collection of
experiences

Immerse yourself in a unique adventure in French Polynesia, where
every moment is infused with Mana, the spiritual energy that
animates these paradise islands. Let the whispers of the wind through
the palm trees guide you, feel the warmth of the sand beneath your
feet, and explore the crystal-clear waters teeming with exceptional
marine life. 

At each step of your journey, the enchanting spirit of Polynesia and
the power of Mana will envelop you, creating unforgettable memories
imbued with the magic of these islands. 

Experiences
Feel the Mana
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The extraordinary, secluded setting of the property makes it ideal for
hosting important events. The tranquillity offered by the open spaces
develops feelings of peace and serenity, serving as the perfect
backdrop for any special occasion. 

Our teams create intimate moments and personalised celebrations,
bringing to life ancient customs and much-loved cultural traditions.

Celebrations
Host the perfect event



Once upon a time in the heart of the South Pacific, on the
mesmerizing island of Bora Bora, a group of adventurers
embarked on a journey filled with thrilling activities and
enchanting discoveries.

The story goes that their spirits remained marked forever,
carrying with them a sense of mystique.
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